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Abstract: Wearable devices monitoring food intake through passive sensing is slowly emerging to complement self-reporting of users’ caloric intake and eating behaviors. Though the ultimate goal for the passive sensing of eating is to become a reliable gold standard in dietary assessment, it is currently showing promise as a means of validating self-report measures. Continuous food-intake monitoring allows for the validation and refusal of users’ reported data in order to obtain more reliable user information, resulting in more effective health intervention services. Recognizing the importance and strength of wearable sensors in food intake monitoring, there has been a variety of approaches proposed and studied in recent years. While existing technologies show promise, many challenges and opportunities discussed in this survey, still remain. This paper presents a meticulous review of the latest sensing platforms and data analytic approaches to solve the challenges of food-intake monitoring, ranging from ear-based chewing and swallowing detection systems that capture eating gestures to wearable cameras that identify food types and caloric content through image processing techniques. This paper focuses on the comparison of different technologies and approaches that relate to user comfort, body location, and applications for medical research. We identify and summarize the forthcoming opportunities and challenges in wearable food intake monitoring technologies.
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1. Introduction

Eating is essential for survival, but to live a high quality lifestyle, healthy eating is crucial. Good quality food intake has the potential to directly prevent metabolic disturbances resulting in poor human body function [1], and prevent eating-related diseases such as diabetes [2], obesity [3] and cardiovascular disease [4]. Eating-related diseases such as obesity not only affect physical health but also result in significant economic (diagnosis, treatment of diseases, etc.) and societal (loss of productivity, disability pensions, etc.) costs [5]. According to [6], for an individual with a BMI (body mass index) of 40 kg/m², a weight loss of 5% is expected to result in a $402 reduction in annual prescription drug costs, a 10% weight loss saves $679, a 15% weight loss saves $869, and a 20% weight loss saves $999. Moreover, cost of lost productivity due to obesity is $12,988.51 annually [7].

To address this problem of maintaining healthy food intake, several approaches have been investigated since the mid-20th century. Manual approaches with handwritten self-reports of dietary intake were among the first accepted measures of food-intake recording [8]. Recently, approaches have been advanced with the ubiquitous use of smartphones. Several diet-diary applications have been developed [9]. However, these note-based approaches rely heavily on user memory and recall,
recall which is not practical for many, especially handicapped users with memory disorders. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a more effective approach with the help of technology for automatic food intake monitoring. During the past decade, a wide range of approaches have been investigated in multiple studies employing different devices. These devices comprise varying sensing modalities, such as acoustic, visual, inertial, EGG (electroglottography), EMG (electromyography), capacitive and piezoelectric sensors. Some approaches use a combined fusion of sensors. Since each sensing technology has its advantage and limitation for food-intake monitoring depending on its application, we conduct this in-depth review focusing on the most recent and promising wearable technologies. We hope this review study can provide insightful observations and recommendations for the field of passive sensing of eating.

1.1. Goals of The Review

- **Up-to-date review of recent novel approaches**: There is a lack of comprehensive survey papers surrounding the current state-of-the-art in wearable food intake monitoring. The wide range of food intake monitoring and wearable dietary assessment approaches carry different advantages and drawbacks. Considering that increasingly more research is aimed towards objective dietary assessment, up-to-date reviews of technology and methodology are needed for this field. Some previous surveys in this field have been created in the past. Amft [10], and Fontana and Sazonov [11] each bring about a thorough survey that addresses a wide range of topics on chewing and swallowing detection using wearable sensors. Amft and Troster [12] also generated a short survey comparing sensors in different body locations. Although the reviews mentioned above provided an important milestone for food intake detection and characterization, these reviews mostly focus on sensor hardware, and do not provide detailed comparison between wearable technologies in food intake monitoring needed to make an informed decision on which sensing platform to use. As a result, we build on prior surveys to cover the more recent approaches in wearable sensors on food intake monitoring.

Recently, there have been a few other surveys related to food intake measures. Burke et al. [13] focus on note-based approaches including a discussion on electronic diaries (personal digital assistant), but not wearable sensor technology. Fischer [14] provides a fair amount of prior work, however focuses mainly on automated chew event monitoring using chewing sounds. Stumbo [15] provides a detailed review of visual (camera-based) approaches of food intake monitoring. Kalantarian et al. [16] honed in on piezoelectric- and audio-based approaches for food intake monitoring. However, these surveys fall short of discussing the trade-offs of each sensing approach needed to make an informed decision, including sensing algorithms and comfort assessment.

- **Application-oriented review**: In this review, we focus not only on modalities but also on food intake applications. Approaches are classified based on these applications: eating behavior determination, food type classification, and volume/weight estimation. By using this differentiation, a comprehensive comparison can be established comparing drawbacks/advantages as well as signal processing analytic approaches. Real-life applications are likewise mentioned creating a clearer connection between the application and the corresponding wearable sensor.

- **Signal processing and machine learning-oriented review**: Recognizing that signal processing plays a vital role in analyzing data from wearable sensors for food intake monitoring, we will focus a section on analyzing signal processing methods to investigate various approaches of data acquisition and feature extraction. Schemes are classified based on food intake monitoring applications: eating behavior/food intake detection, volume estimation and food type classification. In these signal processing procedures, we will provide an exhaustive survey of
specific classification algorithms. Tamura and Kimura [17] provide a review on wearable food intake monitoring but do not significantly address signal processing.

1.2. Organization of this Survey

This survey will cover a full range of wearable food intake monitoring systems. The following Section 2 describes the background literature surrounding food intake monitoring. Then we classify the sensor systems based on applications in medical fields (Section 3) and based on sensing approaches (e.g., acoustic, camera, pressure, inertial, EMG/EGG and combination) (Section 5). Between these two classifications, there is a Section 4 that covers food intake mechanisms to provide a deeper understanding of modality and body locations for each sensor. Section 6 describes the signal processing methodology with related food intake applications. Section 7 discusses the challenges and potential research focus in the field of automated food intake monitoring. Finally, we conclude our work in Section 8.

2. Background

2.1. Food Intake

Food intake and eating behaviors directly affects one’s health. Food intake is essential in energy balance which is represented by Calories [18]. Furthermore, Schwartz et al. [19] emphasized the importance of food intake on energy homeostasis. Food intake controlling the energy homeostasis, the match of energy intake and energy expenditure, have shown to effect obesity of rodents, highlighting its importance on human health [19]. Note that energy expenditure is also an important variable in maintaining optimal health. Energy expenditure monitoring using passive sensors have been extensively studied, such as activity monitor-based [20], accelerometer-based [21], and multi-sensor armband-based [22]. Since this paper focuses on food intake monitoring, energy expenditure monitoring will not be investigated in depth. Besides energy control, food intake has a proportional relationship with liver stiffness levels affecting liver failure and chronic liver disease. Specifically, liver stiffness increases immediately following food intake for up to 60 min ($p = 0.01$). After 180 min, the liver stiffness level returned to a steady-state. Consequently, food intake has been shown to increase liver stiffness in patients with Hepatitis C virus infection and with healthy controls [23].

Mastication behavior, including bolus size and chewing rates, also plays an important part in food digestion [24]. Poor masticatory system performance results in ulcers and gastric carcinoma [25]. Otherwise, proper mastication habits facilitates the digestive processes. Bliss et al. [26] states that natural bite sizes (the size of food that constitutes an ordinary mouthful) have been reported to weigh between 5.5 and 7.4 g for males and between 3.6 and 5.4 g for females when consuming peanuts and doughnuts, respectively. Bite sizes larger than these ranges greatly effect masticatory efficiency [27]. Chewing rate influences not only digestive system but also masticatory muscle. Karibe [28] showed that a slow rate of chewing benefits the patients with chronic masticatory muscle pain. Moreover, chewing rate is a stress indicator with its effects on salivary cortisol levels [29]; hence, it is crucially important to control chewing rates and bolus size/weight during food intake.

2.2. Food Intake Monitoring

Food intake monitoring plays a vital role in ensuring normal bodily growth. This normal growth is determined by amino acids (AA) [30], which are utilized for the synthesis of protein and many other low-molecular-weight compounds. Moreover, non-essential amino acids (NEAA), which are synthesized by the human body, are responsible for many of our physiological functions, represented in Figure 1. Humans must have NEAA in their diet for optimal growth, development, lactation, reproduction, and health [1]. However, amino acid synthesis is vulnerable to limitation due to inappropriate diet and food intake [31]. Accordingly, proper monitoring of food intake ensures the
control of amino acid metabolism for meeting the needs of maximal human growth and optimal health. Food intake monitoring effects major physiologic functions mentioned in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Major physiologic functions in human cells by non-essential amino acids (NEAA) in particular. Beside those mentioned in the figure, amino acids, as well as NEAA also take part in other functions, such as RNA and DNA synthesis, endocrine status, energy substrates, antioxidative defense, pigmentation and metamorphosis. Adapted from [1].](image)

Obesity is a major risk factor for many diseases, and approximately one-third of American adults are obese [32]. Figure 2 shows that overall more than 35% of U.S men and women were obese in 2009–2010 [33], accounting for 200 billion US dollars in health care cost annual [2] because it is implicated in many chronic illnesses including diabetes, heart disease, stroke, and some types of cancer. Maintaining adequate quality of food intake serves as an essential component to preventing obesity caused by other than genetic factors. Jean et al. [3] stated that with proper regulation of food intake and exercise, the excessive energy stored in the form of fat will be prevented when energy intake balances energy expenditure.

![Figure 2. Obesity prevalence among adults by sex and age in the U.S. Adapted from [33].](image)

2.3. Related Works on the Manual Approach

- **Conventional self-report method**: There have been several attempts to monitor food intake by self-report on paper. Block [34] comprehensively analyzed the validation, agreements with known
results and conclusions regarding self-report methods, such as the history method, the 24-h dietary recall method and the seven-day method. Bingham [35] represented a clearer comparison between methods instituted by showing the percentages of errors in each method in people who finally completed the survey. As in the review, the percentages misclassification of results into quartiles of the distribution of nutrition intake are around 10%, and only 15% of participants completed the method. Moreover, self-report methods discourages people from taking part in food intake monitoring due to lack of convenience [35].

- **Self-report method using smart phones:** With the popularity of smart phones, self-report approaches have improved in convenience and time to complete self-monitoring. The network capability on a smart phone also allows this approach to have more features, such as a quick response from doctors and real-time self-monitoring. Wohler [36] developed a food intake survey system on the Motorola Q9h smart phone. The system allows participants to record full days of meals and to send the data to an SQLite database for analysis in the background. The system provides improved user experience than the paper self-report approach. A similar approach by Tsai et al. [37] had a comparable process to Wohler et al. [36], but focuses particularly on calorie intake.

- **Food frequency questionnaire:** The manual approach in dietary assessment also involves using food frequency questionnaires (FFQ), using questionnaire systems (e.g., applications, websites, etc.) to collect food consumption frequency of foods and beverages over a period of time, but not for every single meal. For example, Fellaize [38] developed an FFQ system called Food4Me to gather food intake data for every four-day period. Besides, Green [39] also generated an FFQ method named 3-d weighed food record (3d-WFR) with a three-day frequency.

Overall, manual approaches are subject to subjective and recall bias since it depends on reports rather than on true objective food intake information. Self-reporting or the manual approach is believed to be imprecise and extremely biased [40]. For example, in obese people, the bias is too high to obtain a valid estimation of dietary energy intake.

### 2.4. Existing Works on the Automatic Approach

- **Pressure method:** The pressure method takes advantage of force sensors embedded in a tablecloth or underneath a table. This approach is not wearable, but is novel in food intake monitoring. The earliest study about the pressure approach was performed by Chang et al. [41]. The research exploits a weight sensor enclosed under the table. This weighing surface can measure the amount of food transferred between parts of the table and the amount of food consumed by each person at the table when there are changes in the plates’ weight. In order to detect and distinguish how people eat a weight matching algorithm is designed, taking into account changes in weight on different plates. The accuracy of this method is approximately 80%, showing a promising start for a novel approach. Recent research using pressure sensors was conducted by Zhou et al. [42], shown in Figure 3. This system is basically a pressure sensor with the upper layer serving as both protection and a dining surface. Specific eating actions (e.g., cutting, scooping and transporting food) are detected when someone dines on this tablecloth. The sensor is less of a burden than the one in Chang et al. [41]. However, it is capable of detecting only eating movements without either weight estimation or food classification.

- **Surveillance-video method:** In contrast to wearable camera approaches, which will be discussed in Section 5.2, the surveillance-video approach employs an external camera for automatic food intake detection. Cadavid et al. [43] developed an active appearance model system for chewing detection based on captured images of the human face from an external camera during the eating process. The chewing detection is marked by the quasi-periodic nature of chewing fetched in the model parameters.
• Doppler sensing method: Another existing automatic approach to food intake monitoring is using microwave Doppler motion sensors. Tanigawa et al. [45] explored the use of the Doppler effect in their system to sense the Doppler signal of mastication produced from vertical jaw movements. The distinct moving speed of the jaw during mastication is determined from the equation of the relationship between Doppler frequency and moving speed.

The pressure, surveillance-video and Doppler sensing approaches are limited in detecting eating habits by weighing and indetecting solid foods that involve jaw movement. Current achievements using these three approaches have not enabled them to detect specific types of food or food composition. Moreover, the non-wearable limitation of these approaches restrains the mobility of the sensor system for food intake monitoring, restricting their utility in detecting activity in free-living populations.

2.5. Why a Wearable-Based Approach?

Since manual approaches are proven to be inaccurate and biased [46], we need a more objective and reliable system for dietary assessment. Wearable sensors are potential solutions since they do not rely on people’s subjective judgments; moreover, wearable sensors provide real-time food intake monitoring. Data collected can be instantly synchronized with an information gateway, such as a smart phone application, for useful feedback. Another essential advantage for wearable sensors is creating understanding of behavior in free-living people. It provides convenience for users, removing the burden of self-report, which can be helpful in medical applications, especially when the users are patients. The applications for wearable food intake monitoring systems are broad, which will be assessed in a later section of this paper.

In addition, the accuracy of the automated wearable sensor approach is able to be improved by limiting the unwanted effects of external factors such as noises from the environment. For instance, the sensor-based approach requires denoising of the signal, which can even fully eliminate noises embedded in the collected data. With advancing technology, researchers have been able to develop satisfying denoising signal processing techniques. Ervin et al. [47] succeeded in developing a procedure
to denoise dual-axis swallowing accelerometry signals with significant improvements in comparison to previous approaches.

3. Applications of Food Intake Monitoring

3.1. Objective Measure of Caloric Intake

The main applications of automatic food intake monitoring systems on nutrition intake are to avoid subjective influences in manual reports and to provide a comfortable way for controlling food intake in daily life. Related studies manifest that subjective influences in manual reports are impacted by respondent’s motivation, ability to memorize, literate capabilities, desirability and self-awareness [48]. Therefore, food intake sensors have the potential to play a crucial part in maintaining nutrition intake with food recognition and classification.

Amft [49] came up with a wearable ear pad sensor system shown in Figure 4a for food classification. It makes use of acoustic sensors to detect chewing sounds. It is capable of recognizing 19 types of foods with a decent performance of 86.6%. Even though it is not applicable yet in real-life scenarios with a variety of food types, the device demonstrates the feasibility of using sensors in recognizing respondent’s food selection. Accordingly, this automatic food selection or classification will lead to the objectiveness of caloric intake’s measurement.

Figure 4. Overview of the prototype in each sensing approach. (a) Acoustic approach: sensor prototype with ear pad cushion (left) with the attachment of the foam cushion to the sensor (right) (adapted from [49]); (b) Visual approach: eButton system with a camera embedded in a button (left) and the smart phone (right) (adapted from [50]); (c) Inertial approach: MEMS gyroscope prototype on the wristband for wrist motion tracking. This self-contained system includes a microprocessor, battery, gyroscope, LCD, memory and USB port connection (adapted from [51]); (d) EMG/EGG-based approach: EGG sensors are attached to a neoprene collar (left) and the collar is fastened to the neck of the subject by the Velcro (right) (adapted from [52]); (e) Piezoelectric approach: piezoelectric film-embedded necklace to detect muscular contractions during swallowing (adapted from [53]); (f) Fusion approach: an example of the vision-acoustic approach - the microphone is embedded in the housing for detecting chewing/eating events and the camera faces toward the food plate for food detection and classification (adapted from [54]); (g) Electrical proximity sensing: the prototype consists of a textile neckband with 4 capacitive sensors for the detection of single swallows [55]; (h) Respiratory inductance plethysmography: the prototype is worn on the chest to collect the breathing signal and to transfer it to a smart phone through Bluetooth (adapted from [56]).
3.2. Detection of Eating Behavior

Eating behavior is affected by habit, whereby some participants exhibit night eating [57], evening overeating [58], as well as weekend overeating [59], as well as other external aspects, such as environmental factors [60], and social factors [61] or by proximal determinants such as stress [62] due to job pressure [63]. Hence, an objective system is necessary for controlling food intake, as well as human weight.

The most popular approach in weight management is the acoustic approach, which makes full use the sounds produced from chewing and swallowing events for food intake detection. Sazanov et al. [64] proposed an ingestive behavior monitoring device that employed methods based on mel-scale Fourier spectrum, wavelet packets and support vector machines to differentiate swallowing events from respiration, intrinsic speech, head movements, food ingestion and ambient noise. Even though these devices still cannot either classify food or quantify energy consumption, they can characterize food intake behaviors such as number and frequency of chews and swallows. Their applications include diagnosing potential patterns that can lead to weight gain.

Another approach developed by Liu et al. [54] merges both the acoustic approach (microphone) and the visual approach (camera) to detect chewing sounds in applications for obesity. It is demonstrated further in Section 5.6 and Figure 4f. With the assistance of the camera, this system is capable of detecting food portion by time during the eating process through image processing of snapshots of the meal over time. Integrating this with information regarding food type, it can provide helpful data related to eating behavior, which directly impacts obesity.

Chang et al. [41] embedded a weighing sensor and radio-frequency-identification (RFID) reader as a two-layer sensor surface beneath a dining table, to trace the weight of food intake, as shown in Section 2. Based on this system, it is able to track food consumption by measuring the weight of the food content, along with the food movement patterns detected using the RFID antenna, which is also used to classify the food items on the table.

3.3. Inpatient Hospital Care

Food intake becomes extremely crucial for patients in a hospital setting [65], and an on-going concern for medical centers. Only 25% of patients receive sufficient amount of energy and protein, and 20% exhibit nutrition risks [66]. In addition to the crisis, hospital nutrition management is lacking in several aspects including: planning and managing nutritional care, nutrition education among medical staff, limited influence on patient behavior [67]. These are all factors beyond the control of wearable sensors, however, automated sensing can help create an objective and reliable measure of food intake, facilitating a solution that helps solve hospital nutrition management.

The eButton from Sun et al. [50] is a creative solution among existing approaches, utilizing a wearable camera embedded in a wearable button for capturing images of food on a plate. The system also includes a smart phone to act as a control and information gateway. This device is capable of classifying food types, estimating the volume of the food and exporting the output of the calories and nutrients of the meal. The wearable ability of this device is satisfactory for use in a hospital. Nutritionists and nurses can place it on patients’ chests for automatic food data collection. This data can be stored in a local database for monitoring patients’ nutrition intake.

4. Food Intake Mechanisms

To understand why and how to employ specific types of sensors and to investigate the impact of their positions on the body, we need to first comprehend the food intake mechanism or digestion process. Because this section serves as a guide for classifying and recognizing food intake sensors’ positions and applications, it will analyze only the brief processes in digestion that relate contiguously to these concerns.
The digestion process is divided into two processes: mechanical digestion and chemical digestion (Figure 5) [68]. One type of chemical digestion is protein digestion, in which your body breaks down dietary protein into usable amino acids, then makes this nutrient available to your cells in support of muscle maintenance, immune function, hormone synthesis, red blood cell formation and tissue repair [69]. One commercial product for protein digestion monitoring is the ITSI Biosciences protein digestion monitoring kit [70], though wearable sensors do not contribute much in this area. In this paper, we will focus more on the mechanical digestion process, since it encloses more inputs, which can be detected via sensors (e.g., vision, sound, pressure, etc.).

Figure 5. Overview of food intake mechanism classification with corresponded technologies and studies. These will be examined further in Section 5.

- **Mechanism of bite**: Bite is recognized as the very first stage in food intake. It involves two main steps: movement of wrist and hand to transport food to the mouth and movement of jaw muscles to take a bite. Wrist movements are typified by characteristic rolling motions (pronation and supination) to deliver food from cutlery to mouth [51]. Following this is the jaw movements for the mouth to obtain the food. The lateral pterygoid muscle is responsible for the abduction of jaw (opening mouth), while temporalis, masseter and medial pterygoid muscles assist the adduction (closing mouth, moving mouth side to side and grinding teeth) [71].

- **Mechanisms of chewing (mastication)**: The mechanical digestion involves the physical degradation of food [72]. This digestion occurs mainly from the mouth, passing through the pharynx and esophagus. It starts in the oral digestion with the mastication process, or chewing, to produce bolus, which is later swallowed down into the esophagus [73]. In greater detail, during the oral process, the ingested food is moved from the front of the mouth to the teeth so that it can be broken down by crushing and grinding with the teeth [74]. The jaw’s muscles’ movements in this stage are similar to those in the mechanisms of bite with continuously indicative motions of lateral pterygoid and temporalis muscles to open and close the mouth [71].

- **Mechanisms of swallowing**: The process begins with the voluntary phase. The bolus, after being formed by folding and manipulating the mixture of food particles and saliva with the tongue, is moved into the back of the tongue to prepare for swallowing [27]. In the involuntary pharyngeal phase, the swallowing reflex is triggered to open and close the upper esophageal sphincter. During this phase, pharyngeal constrictor muscles push the bolus into the esophagus via a stripping action. The last phase, the involuntary esophageal phase, consists of continuous peristalsis by sequential contraction of the superior, middle and inferior pharyngeal constrictor muscles of the esophagus to push the bolus to the stomach [75,76]. These movements of smooth
and striated muscles in pharynx and esophagus play a vital role in the source of input for wearable sensors.

These processes contribute to the chewing and swallowing signal properties of the food, which can be detected by various wearable sensing approaches, which will be scrutinized in depth in Section 5. The chemical digestion, which mostly involves the enzymatic breakdown of the food particles, is out of the scope for this paper.

5. Wearable Sensing Approaches

In this section, we provide a detailed review of various sensors with their associated food intake applications and significant studies. Food intake applications include food type classification, eating behavior and volume/weight estimation, described in Figure 6. Different types of sensors will aim at specific food intake detecting applications.

5.1. Acoustic Approach

- **Chewing detection**: Detecting and assessing chewing sound by acoustic means has become one of the most appealing topics in food intake monitoring. It attracts increasingly more research in this field day-by-day. Overall, existing approaches focus on using wearable systems, such as microphones, to accumulate sound waves, employing a certain methodology for classifying and analyzing chewing events. Amft [49] specified their vibration-based detecting system using a condenser microphone embedded in an ear pad for food classification, which is demonstrated in Figure 4a. Amft et al. [77] further expanded the food classification to chewing and bite weight recognition. The chewing recognition procedure employs the chewing sequences, waveforms of sounds indicating chewing captured by ear pad sensors. The chewing sequences are distinguished by the feature similarity search event recognition algorithm. This chewing detection later leads to the bite weight recognition from micro-structure variables. Their sound-based recognition system for bite weight shows high accuracy results with only 19% error on one type of food: apple. However, the study only includes three kinds of food (apple, potato chips and lettuce), which is insufficient to make comprehensive conclusions about the effectiveness of this approach. Another study from Amft et al. [78] goes into an in-depth analysis of chewing sounds, as well as specifies the methodology of the procedure and the most appropriate position of the microphone (inner ear, directed towards the eardrum).

There is a number of other research studies relating to automatic chewing detection. One of them is from Yatani and Truong [79], which is adept at differentiating chewing events from, as well as
the softness of the food from the collected sounds. In addition, Olubanjo et al. [80] concentrated on differentiating chewing acoustic events from noisy surroundings with a template-matching method. The study shows a positive result of up to 83.3% on relatively sizeable data samples (13 different tasks, including five solid, four liquid food and four tracheal and non-tracheal events) to support the validity of the result. A similar approach developed by Pabler and Fischer [81] is also capable of detecting chewing sounds. Pabler and Fischer [82] further utilized this method by developing a low computational cost algorithm for detecting food intake sound. Similarly, Pabler et al. [83] took advantage of chewing sound in the breakdown process detected by the sensor system in the outer ear canal. Other studies that are likewise capable of detecting chewing events with the count numbers of chewing and food texture classification are proposed in [84,85].

The microphone is not the singular sensor for this approach. A strain sensor is also feasible for detecting vibration in chewing events. Sazonov and Fontana [86] embedded a strain sensor below the outer ear to capture the motion of the lower jaw caused by the posterior border of the mandible’s ramus relative to the temporal bone [87].

- **Swallowing detection:** Swallowing detection is basically parallel to chewing detection since swallowing is the next phase of chewing in mechanical digestion. The acoustic approach is also feasible for this detection. As mentioned in Section 4, swallowing consists of the open/close of the upper esophageal sphincter and the pushing of bolus by peristaltic waves, which are significant sources of vibration.

Several significant studies on wearable sensor have been proposed on this type of food intake detection. Sazonov et al. [87] developed a system containing a throat microphone placed over the laryngopharynx in the throat. The signal is strong in this position because it is close to the origin of the swallowing sound. Moreover, the system includes the hardware/software parts for capturing and scoring sounds’ data. Sazonov et al. [64] analyzed in greater detail the methodologies for the acoustic detection of swallowing events. The proposed methods for detection are based on the following time-frequency decompositions: msFS (mel-scale Fourier spectrum) and WPD (wavelet packet decomposition) with classification performed by support vector machine (SVM). Overall, the method shows sufficient results of approximately 86.7% with a test size of 80 subjects.

- **Combined chewing/swallowing detection:** Since chewing and swallowing processes correlate with each other, fusion approaches can be employed to detect their events continuously. Lopez-Meyer et al. [88] proposed an SVM model-based approach to detect food intake period from information extracted from the instantaneous swallowing frequency (ISF) signal and the binary indicators of chewing. In another study, Kalantarian et al. [89] generated spectrograms for audio clips corresponding to four types of swallowing and chewing events (sandwich chews/swallows, water swallows and no action) and afterward applying feature extraction for distinguishing those events. Other methods do not focus on chewing and swallowing events, but on food classification. AutoDietary from Bi et al. [90] is a significant example. It is shown to have positive performance in distinguishing solid food and liquid food with the results of 99.7% and 97.8% accuracy, respectively.

### 5.2. Visual/Camera Approach

The visual approach, unlike the acoustic approach, does not focus on the eating process to extract data, but takes advantages of food’s image and video capture. With the on-going advance of smart phones, as well as cameras and image processing, this approach is getting more and more attention in the field of automatic food intake monitoring with decent amounts of studies. The applications of this approach vary from food classification to portion evaluation of food consumption. It has been proven to be a valid and convenient method together with the effect of reducing dietary under-reporting [91,92]. One of the most famous methods in this approach is developed by Sun et al. [50]: the eButton. As mentioned in Section 3.3 and in Figure 4c, it addresses properly the major concern of this approach:
wearability. As the camera is embedded in a minuscule button, it is convenient enough to wear on the chest for food intake collection. Jia et al. [93], Chen et al. [94] and Bai et al. [95] further analyzed insight into the methodology for this system. Zhu et al. [96,97] developed a dietary assessment system based on the smart phone’s camera to detect food portion (volume estimation before and after a meal), as well as food classification. During the food portion estimation process, the camera calibration step and 3D reconstruction step will perform image processing to get the output of food volume. In details, the input is apparent in the image before the camera calibration step to estimate camera parameters. The fiducial marker is used for the scale and the pose. The system divides objects into “geometric classes”. A 3D volume is reconstructed by the unprojected points from feature point extraction based on the parameters of the geometric class. Once the volume estimate for a food item is obtained, the nutrient intake consumed is derived from the estimate based on the USDA Food and Nutrient Database for Dietary Studies [98]. Zhu et al. [98,99] further described the use of SVM and image segmentation in food classification.

In an analogous approach, Puri et al. [100] again focused on the volume estimation and food recognition using captured images from cameras; however, its approach in 3D reconstruction is different. It employs the “point-cloud” technique shown to extract the information of food volume: the heights of the pixels based on the darkness of the pixels are investigated to indicate the food volume [100].

Shang et al. [101] developed the Dietary Data Recording System (DDRS), which is another way for 3D reconstruction to estimate food volume for a visual approach. It imposes a laser beam on the system for generating a laser grid on the food scene. This laser grid assists the depth images’ generation, as well as the creation of the 3D structure from these depth images in different directions. Unlike the mentioned approaches, the DDRS has the advantage of not carrying a fiducial marker for image detection [15]. However, they have a common possibility to provide food composition information from their food database. Another system for the visual approach is called DietCam, described in Kong and Tan [102]. The system primarily focuses on calorie estimation from food portion for obesity prevention. It also features the segmentation technique for image processing and food classification, which is more deeply analyzed. Some other approaches for dietary assessment are proposed in O’Loughlin et al. [103], Kikunaga et al. [104] and Wang et al. [105]. However, all of them engaged the dietitians for food calculation from images instead of developing an automatic system for dietary assessment, utilizing cameras just for capturing pictures. For the main purpose of this paper, we will not analyze these approaches any further.

5.3. Inertial Approach

The inertial approach targets the motion of the eating process, especially wrist motion, since eating goes along with the gesturing of hands. This approach is emerging with the widespread availability of gyroscopes and accelerometers. In this section, we will focus on the gyroscope and accelerometer in wrist motion tracking of food intake.

- **Gyroscope**: MEMS (microelectromechanical systems) gyroscopes are suitable for the wrist motion in automatic food intake monitoring because they belong to the nano-scaled vibrating structure gyroscope that is identical to rotating movements. One of the most pioneering method in this approach is developed by Dong et al. [51,106–109]. The device in this method, which is illustrated in Figure 4c, applies the MEMS gyroscope to automatically track wrist motion every time the users take a bite of food from the radical velocity [51]. The system is capable of getting a positive result with 80% accuracy for detecting bite events across 139 meals with restricted food selection in the laboratory condition. In another method, Scisco et al. [110] took advantage of the relationship between wrist motion and bite and likewise employed the gyroscope in the device.

- **Accelerometer**: The accelerometer is also taken into account for the inertial approach. Since motions and the types of this sensor vary, different research in this field is performed. For example, Thomaz et al. [111] described a method using a three-axis accelerometer embedded in a smart
Watch, which attempts to recognize the eating process, food types and food intake amount. A similar approach, developed by Mendi et al. [112], is even adept at sending data from the accelerometer to the smartphone via Bluetooth. In another advance in the most recent study, Ye et al. [113,114] proposed an automatic structure using two accelerometers simultaneously: wrist-worn and head-mounted accelerometers on such devices as the Pebble Watch and Google Glass to detect chewing events and eating duration with high accuracy: 89.5% in a dataset of 12,003 epochs in which 3325 epochs are chewing-related under the laboratory condition. Another similar inertial system developed by Amft et al. [115] employed four motion sensors at two positions on each arm (upper and lower) to detect drinking and eating gestures and further to detect chewing and swallowing sounds. The accuracy of this system is significant, of approximately 94% among four types of gestures (cutlery, hand, spoon and drink) with two subjects in its experiment. Besides being utilized in the arm positions, a three-axis accelerometer can be embedded in the temple of glasses to detect the intake of crunchy food [116]. In addition, apart from the three-axis accelerometer, Wang et al. [117] exploited a single axis accelerometer embedded in flexible types of wearable objects (glasses, filler, earphone) to detect chewing frequency generated by the temporal muscle.

- **Gyroscope-accelerometer combination:** A combination of gyroscope and accelerometer provides an alternative method for the inertial approach. Eskandar [118] embedded two three-axis accelerometers and a two-axis gyroscope for bite detection. However, despite utilizing six axes, the accuracy is humble, with only 46% for single bite recognition across 22,383 manually-labeled bites. It proves that the amount of gyroscope/accelerometer with the related number of axes is not proportional to the detection’s accuracy.

### 5.4. Physiological Approach

The physiological approach is comprised of two main sensor types: electroglottography (EGG) and electromyography (EMG). EGG sensors have long been used for the investigation of vocal cords’ movements with the implementation of electrodes to detect electrical impedance across the neck near the larynx [119]. This should not be confused with electrogastrography, which has the same abbreviation, but completely different specification (for gastric activity) [120]. EMG likewise employs electrodes, but specifically targets skeletal muscles’ activities [121]. For such specifications, EMG and EGG are applicable to a variety of research in the field of automatic dietary assessment.

- **EGG sensor:** The EGG sensor utilizes the motion-induced variations of the electrical impedance, as the amplitude and/or phase change of high-frequency voltage, between two electrodes positioned on the larynx [119]. Because of the characteristic of contacting with the larynx, EGG has a high potential for wearable food intake monitoring. Farooq et al. [52] proposed a testing scheme to evaluate the validity of practicing EGG in food intake detection by setting up the Laryngograph (EGG-D200 from Laryngograph, Ltd., Wallington, U.K. (illustrated in Figure 4d)) around the participant’s neck during the experiment. The swallowing frequency signal will then be recorded by two electrodes embedded in the Laryngograph to detect eating events. The results afterward would be evaluated comparatively with the acoustic method using a microphone placed over the laryngopharynx. Accordingly, the EGG method presents greater accuracy results: 89.7% over 81.1% on female subjects and 90.3% over 85.2% on male subjects among 25 subjects (13 females and 12 males in selected meal choice under the laboratory condition).

- **EMG sensor:** EMG has widely been employed in food intake monitoring research. Because of its efficiency in detecting chewing and swallowing signals, EMG focuses on mastication with the bolus size and hardness of the food intake, rather than food classification. For example, Woda et al. [122,123] employed EMG to scrutinize the effect of food hardness, bolus size, chewing cycles and sequence duration in specific food types and testing subject classes. On the other hand, Kohyama et al. [124] took into account mastication efforts for finely-cut foods with the use of the
EMG. A further research work of Kohyama et al. featuring EMG investigates more in-depth how chewing behavior is influenced by dental status and age with different types of food [125].

To summarize, this approach of using EGG and EMG is promising, especially in mastication properties’ analysis and food intake detection. However, it still needs more efforts and future work in order to expand its applications for food intake classification.

5.5. Piezoelectric Approach

Another novel approach that is available in the field of wearable food intake monitoring is the piezoelectric sensor approach. It is based on piezoelectricity: the electric charge that leads to voltage production in response to mechanical stress in some solid materials [126].

- **Chewing detection:** Besides the application in swallowing detection, the piezoelectric approach is harnessed in chewing detection. Farooq and Sazonov [127] presented the utilization of piezoelectric film sensors for identifying jaw movements during the chewing process. The experimental process contains 12 subjects under no restricted laboratory condition while wearing the sensors for one day. The study more forwardly investigates the detection accuracy over a range of different ensemble classifiers with base learners (more details in Section 6). The average Z-score accuracy of ensembles is 90.76%. Farooq and Sazonov [53] furthermore worked on the comparison between piezoelectric strain sensor (demonstrated in Figure 4e) and plotter drawn strain sensor in automatic chew counting. Two sensors are positioned below one ear for capturing jaw movements. This study proves a comparatively similar effectiveness in chewing detection between piezoelectric and printed strain sensors (error rates of 8.09% and 8.29%, respectively). Their latter work on this piezoelectric approach specifies the jaw movements on the temporalis muscle as the source of the input signal to the piezoelectric film sensor [128]. Additional works on the piezoelectric method merge it with other approaches for expanding the detected aspects besides chewing and swallowing.

- **Swallowing detection:** Taking advantage of this specification, Kalantarian et al. [129] used piezoelectric sensors to capture the motion of the throat’s skin during the swallowing process. Similar to the system in capacitive sensing, this method embeds sensors in a necklace, worn around the user’s neck, for swallowing detection. The study is capable of classifying three types of food (chip, sandwich and water) besides recognizing the state of food (solid or liquid) with an average accuracy of 86% from a population of 10 subjects in a lab-controlled environment.

5.6. Fusion Approach

The fusion approach stands for blending the use of two or more wearable approaches in food intake monitoring. Its purposes vary, ranging from increasing accuracy, synchronizing utilization, simplifying and quickening signal processing to eliminate the drawbacks of a singular sensor approach.

The most evident fusion approach one can derive from previous sections is the acoustic-visual approach. Liu et al. [54] proposed a wearable device that embeds both a camera and a microphone for dietary assessment shown in Figure 4f. In this system, the microphone is utilized to detect chewing or eating events, triggering the camera for food detection and classification, which leads to a more simplified sound signal processing without a complicated denoising pre-process. In addition, this method succeeds in not only being more feasible in real-life scenarios, but also providing a convenient wearable device from the user feedback.

Another fusion approach from Sen et al. [130] making use of the visual approach is the inertial-visual approach. It is similar to the acoustic-visual approach in that instead of using an acoustic sensor, it applies the accelerometer and gyroscope as the trigger for the camera process. The system consists of three components: smart phone, smart-watch and backend server. While the smart-watch contains all of the participating sensors (camera, accelerometer and gyroscope), the smart
phone serves as the gateway between the smart watch and the backend server, which is used to store data and to identify food type from the images.

Besides those relating to the visual approach, the combination approach merges the piezoelectric, inertial and proximity approaches. Fontana et al. [131] employed this method on their automatic ingestion monitor (AIM). The AIM consists of a firm piezoelectric, accelerometer and proximity sensors to discern jaw movements, body motion and hand-to-mouth gestures, respectively, during ingestion. Twelve subjects in the evaluation phase of this study were allowed to carry out the experiment outside the laboratory condition. This approach has high potential of integrating the advantages in wearability, out-of-laboratory applicability and with an acceptable accuracy of 89.8% for food intake detection.

5.7. Other Approaches

5.7.1. Electrical Proximity Sensing

Electrical proximity sensing exploits the physics effects relating to electromagnetic fields to detect the presence of objects. Capacitive sensors are one of the widespread proximity sensing approaches, previously used in various technologies, especially in touchscreen mobile phones and tablets [132]. For eating detection, capacitive sensing exploits the capacitance changes in the human body resulting from muscle motion. Despite being an advanced and novel method, this approach has been conducted by several studies. Cheng et al. [133] pioneered this technology by discovering multiple activity-recognition applications, including chewing and swallowing. This paper set up a basic understanding for the capacitive approach. Further work from Cheng et al. [55] specified the design of this system represented in Figure 4g, consisting of a textile neckband with four capacitors. This novel approach eliminates the previous drawbacks in traditional approaches. For example, in comparison with acoustic and inertial methods, it does not require direct contact with the skin, an inconvenience for users, for detection. Moreover, it can be implemented on a wide range of body locations and is not limited to the neck alone. However, the accuracy of this approach requires improvement, since it is still at a humble 84.4%. Later studies embraced the idea of a system of multiple proximity sensors to improve the accuracy. Bedri et al. [134,135] generated the outer ear interface (OEI) system assembled in an ear pad consisting of three proximity sensors. Its evaluation on 23 participants to test the capability of classifying eating events from non-eating events shows a positive performance of 95.3% in the laboratory condition.

5.7.2. Respiratory Inductance Plethysmography Sensing

In addition to the approaches that utilize conventional food intake monitoring signals, such as chewing/swallowing sounds, jaw movements and the food’s image, this novel method bestows an indirect respiratory signal for eating detection. Respiratory inductance plethysmography (RIP) utilizes Faraday’s law and Lenz’s law in induced electromotive force that generates the signal from the change of area enclosed by the loop [136]. It represents the change in cross-sectional area of the body when breathing. Dong et al. [136] and Dong and Biswas [56,137] constructed an RIP belt shown in Figure 4h containing a breathing signal sensing system that embeds swallowing signatures in this respiratory signal for swallowing detection. The experimental procedure for this RIP belt consists of only six subjects and is limited to the laboratory condition, and its evaluation result has a moderate accuracy of 88% to 73.33% with an SVM classifier; however, this approach has the advantage of no contact with skin and shows an exceptional novelty in wearable food intake monitoring. It enlarges the possibility of discovering more innovative methods that do not rely on conventional food intake signals.

5.8. Comparison

Table 1 provides an overall comparison among modalities, considering the following aspects: body positions, comfort, applications, accuracy, advantages and challenges.
Table 1. Overall comparison among modalities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Body Positions</th>
<th>Comfort</th>
<th>Applications</th>
<th>Highest Accuracy</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Challenges</th>
<th>Current Applicability</th>
<th>Obrusiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Acoustic approach</td>
<td>Neck/outer ear/inner ear-toward eardrum</td>
<td>Moderate. Contact with skin sometimes required</td>
<td>Chewing, swallowing events detection</td>
<td>85% for swallowing and chewing event detection [80]; 98.5% for food state classification [64]</td>
<td>Simple to implement; acceptable accuracy; most suitable for food intake detection, chewing rates</td>
<td>Denoise pre-process needed; accuracy decreased in a noisy environment</td>
<td>Mostly still under testing in laboratory condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual approach</td>
<td>Upper body (neck, chest, etc.)/external by smart phone</td>
<td>High. Attach on clothes/taking pictures with smart phone</td>
<td>Volume estimation, food type classification</td>
<td>90.6% for food type classification; 94.3% for volume estimation with large data of images [100]</td>
<td>So far the most suitable with the highest accuracy on food type classification</td>
<td>Dependent on battery, especially those using the smart phone’s camera</td>
<td>Applicable in real-life scenarios (eButton [50])</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inertial approach</td>
<td>Wrist-neck-head-upper and lower arms</td>
<td>Moderate. Contact with skin required</td>
<td>Bite event detection, food type classification, food amounts</td>
<td>89.5% for eating detection [113,114]; 94% on eating gesture detection [115]</td>
<td>Able to be embedded in highly wearable items groceries, bracelets, etc.</td>
<td>Limited by eating gestures and bites of food; contact makes it uncomfortable</td>
<td>Real-life scenarios are still questionable [51]; high accuracy in the laboratory condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMG/EGG-based approach</td>
<td>Neck</td>
<td>Low. Contact with skin needed, especially with the neck</td>
<td>Swallowing, chewing events detection, bolus size, food hardness</td>
<td>86.6% for EGG’s swallowing detection [52]</td>
<td>EGG: novel approach, but still has high accuracy; EMG: traditional approach dealing with mastication’s properties</td>
<td>Highly limited at the neck; EMG sometimes needs exact positions on neck to detect signal</td>
<td>Limited to the laboratory scenario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piezoelectric approach</td>
<td>Neck</td>
<td>Low. Close contact with skin needed, especially with the neck</td>
<td>Swallowing event recognition</td>
<td>86% for food states and food type classification (only three kinds of foods) [129]</td>
<td>Limited amount of noises in collected data leads to a less complicated framework</td>
<td>Closed neckband needed for data acquisition</td>
<td>Lab-controlled environment only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fusion approach</td>
<td>Flexibly (ear, wrist, external, etc.)</td>
<td>High. Existing methods embedded in comfortable devices (smart watch, ear pad)</td>
<td>Swallowing, chewing events detection, food type classification, weight and volume estimation</td>
<td>92.0% for eating gesture detection [130]; 85.5% for eating mode detection [131]</td>
<td>Combines applications (food types, chewing/swallowing detection); increases accuracy with appropriate framework; high comfort; flexible positions</td>
<td>Actual accuracy has not yet met expectations</td>
<td>Can be tested beyond the lab-controlled environment with acceptable accuracy [127]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Body Positions</th>
<th>Comfort</th>
<th>Applications</th>
<th>Highest Accuracy</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Challenges</th>
<th>Current Applicability</th>
<th>Obtrusiveness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electrical proximity sensing</td>
<td>Neck</td>
<td>High. Flexible to implement in different body locations</td>
<td>95.3% for eating event detection [134,135]</td>
<td>Does not need direct contact with the skin; flexible positions</td>
<td>Combination of multiple proximity sensors needed for high accuracy</td>
<td>Still in the laboratory circumstance</td>
<td>Obtrusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory inductance plethysmography sensing</td>
<td>Waist</td>
<td>Moderate. Worn as a belt</td>
<td>88% for swallowing detection [56,137]</td>
<td>Does not require contact with skin; utilizes an indirect eating signal</td>
<td>Accuracy needs improving</td>
<td>Still limited to the laboratory condition</td>
<td>Unobtrusive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. Signal Processing Scheme

The methodologies and algorithms used in signal processing vary among studies. For the analysis in this section, we divide it based on the most significant food intake applications, whether for detecting eating behavior, for classifying food types/states or for estimating food volume.

6.1. Eating Behavior/Food Intake Detection

As briefly presented in Section 4, eating behavior consists of chewing and swallowing detection with related factors, such as the rates of chewing, bolus size and duration. These food intake applications run parallel with food intake detection and eating behavior with chewing and swallowing as the mark of food intake. Moreover, with features extracted from the signal processing, such as eating duration and time of each meal, eating behavior can further help with determining a person’s eating lifestyle. As a result, the signal processing scheme is similar for eating behavior, food intake detection and other applications.

The overall signal processing procedure for these applications is represented in Figure 7. Depending on the studies and approaches, different models and classifiers for event detection will be utilized. We take into account Bi et al. [90] and Lopez-Meyer et al. [88]. In these systems, the first step is undeniably sound recording with an 8000-Hz sampling rate with an amplifier. The next step includes framing to produce sound frames for event detection afterward. Bi et al. [90] employed the hidden Markov model (HMM) for event detection. This model has long been utilized for sound recognition [138,139]. Among 4000 signals collected, 86.6% of those are accurately classified into chewing/swallowing events. Besides the HMM, SVM is likewise a popular model for food intake detection. For example, Lopez-Meyer et al. [88] employed SVM on an instantaneous swallowing frequency signal (difference in time of frequencies between two consecutive swallows). This model has a high accuracy of more than 95%; however, it depends considerably on the time duration of the experiment. SVM is used not only in the acoustic approach, but also in the visual approach [98]. In addition, other different classifiers are employed for distinctive approaches. For example, for the inertial approach, Dong et al. [106] adopted the naive Bayes classifier with the naive assumption of the independence of features for the classification problem. Farooq et al. [140] proposed the artificial neural network (ANN) classifier for the AIM system mentioned in Section 5.6 and compared it with the SVM. The ANN shows better performance in this study. However, this is not a universal assumption. Fontana et al. [141] further dug into the use of random forest classification for this AIM system for studying the importance of the time domain and frequency domain features in food intake monitoring detection. Other signal processing schemes even consist of stacked classifiers in multiple stages. Zhou et al. [42] introduced the two-stage scheme of the confidence-based AdaBoost algorithm ConfAdaBoost.M1 with decision trees. Farooq and Sazonov [127] later expanded the investigation of this scheme into six stacked ensembles. In this study, the first stage contains base learners, including decision trees, Fishers linear discriminate analysis (LDA) and logistic regression analysis. The second stage is comprised of bootstrap aggregation and AdaBoost. The Z-score results differ for each stack; however, bootstrap aggregation with Fisher LDA has the best performance.
6.2. Food Type Classification

Food type classification is another crucial application in food intake. It focuses on determining certain types of food in each meal. It enables the wearable sensor systems to discover nutrient information. Because of the complication in the signal processing scheme, however, this application is still scarce in studies in the wearable food intake monitoring field.

Signal processing schemes for food type classification are more limited than for others. They are dependent on the number of food types, dataset and approach; however, we can consider the signal processing introduced by Amft et al. [77] for acoustic food type recognition, which is shown in Figure 8.

![Figure 7. Signal processing scheme for chewing and swallowing detection.](image)

![Figure 8. Signal processing scheme for food type classifications. Adapted from [77].](image)

The recognition procedure starts with data collection as usual. Then, the author employs food similarity search (FFS), an online event recognition algorithm, to detect temporal boundaries of chewing events in sound data. Generally speaking, the FFS is utilized to detect the food intake event (chewing) for later food type classification, as well as to eliminate overlapping temporal events and to retain the events with the largest food classification confidences. A Fisher’s linear discriminant feature
transformation-based classifier is trained for the classification step [77,142]. A majority vote among all classified events in one chewing sequence will later determine the final food type.

6.3. Volume Estimation

Another important branch of food intake classification is the volume estimation. It deals with the determination of the food volume in dishes in each meal. It is crucial in indicating the amount of food, as well as nutrient quantity. Its signal processing procedure is mostly based on the camera-based approach because of its possibility to capture a visual image of food. Its framework for signal processing, represented in Figure 9, is general for most methods. Starting with the image collected, camera calibration is performed to estimate the camera’s extrinsic and intrinsic parameters (principal points, distortion, orientation, etc.). Next, 3D volume reconstruction, which is the key step for volume estimation, will transform the 2D image to a 3D model. This step differs in different studies. For example, Sun et al. [50] employed the wire mesh method, while Puri et al. [100] and Shang et al. [101] applied the point-cloud extraction technique and the laser grid, respectively, for constructing the 3D model of the food. The 3D reconstructing structure from images reveals the food’s geometric properties. The integrated information of these results in the final volume estimation of the food.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 9.** Signal processing scheme for food volume estimation.

7. Discussion

There still exists a variety of challenges and obstacles in wearable food intake monitoring. One of them is the applicability of wearable devices. Most of the approaches are currently for research purposes only and need expanding for a real-life scenario. Further work in this field should be taken into account, such as improving the user interface and compliance for real-life applications. Nonetheless, the biggest challenge lays in the improvement of accuracy associated with signal processing procedure. The average accuracy in food intake detection is approximately 90% in the laboratory condition in which signal processing schemes still rely on a variety of factors, such as the duration of eating time and the number of food samples. For such an approach as the acoustic approach, accuracy also depends on the surrounding noise, which requires an acceptable denoising process. Future work requires a more complete signal processing structure to improve accuracy covering a wide range of external conditions in real-life scenarios.

Another concern correlates with a specific application, i.e., food type classification. It is considered to be the final problem to tackle in most studies. However, this application has many burdens to deal with, including food collection for the database, the accuracy decrease relative to the increase in the
number of foods and the reliable signal processing scheme. Real-life scenarios have vast numbers of foods with different properties. It is a hindering process to record all the sound or image properties of each food for food type classification. Moreover, the greater the number of foods, the more complicated the signal processing scheme becomes and the less accurate the system is. For example, Amft et al. [77] are able to classify between three types of food with 94% accuracy. However, Amft [49], categorizing between four types of food, obtained an accuracy of only 86.6%. This aspect is determined by the signal processing structure. Nonetheless, signal analysis for this application is not yet consolidated and limited. Further work on food type categorization is needed to pursue a strong signal analyzing approach to tackle a large amount of food types, but still be able to maintain sufficient accuracy.

Besides food type classification, food composition determination is another concern for future work, since the ultimate purpose of dietary assessment is to figure out in detail what we intake from food. Nevertheless, this application is extremely difficult, and signals from current external wearable sensors seem insufficient to determine this factor. Current wearable sensors are limited in calories, with studies in [50,102] of the visual approach containing a direct formula between food volume and calories estimation [143]. Future works in food composition determination need to cover more important food nutrient information.

In this review paper, we also scrutinize the signal processing aspect of food intake monitoring with associated algorithms and methodologies. This directly affects the effectiveness and capability of related food intake applications. In consideration of multiple classifiers having been employed for food intake detection across several approaches (acoustic, inertial, physiological, etc.), SVM is the most widely used, while stacked ensembles, such as bootstrap aggregation with Fisher LDA, provide a solution to improve classification and recognition accuracy. On the other hand, apart from food intake detection, other applications (food type classification and volume estimation) are in need for studies on efficient signal processing procedures to develop more effective systems on these food intake monitoring aspects.

Last, but not least, since the whole food intake process also expands through the esophagus to the stomach and colon, further studies should take this process into account in their assessment. At present, there exists only the electromyography approach to capture the stomach muscles’ activities [120]. Assessment of food intake digestion in this latter phase is limited.

8. Conclusions

This paper presents a review of current wearable technologies of food intake monitoring, a crucial process in daily human activities determining wide ranges of bodily functions, such as amino acid production, eating behavior and eating-related diseases. To address various applications, different approaches have been employed in existing studies, including acoustic, visual, EMG/EEG, inertial, fusion, piezoelectric, proximity and inductance plethysmography approaches. They differ from each other in many aspects: body positions, comfort, application, accuracy, advantages, limitations, current applicability and obtrusiveness. Signal processing schemes or signal analysis structures mentioned also vary, depending on the applications. Overall, there is currently a growing potential in exploring wearable food intake monitoring to tackle existing obstacles step-by-step, such as improving accuracy, breaking out of the restricted laboratory condition, enhancing the comfort level, resolving efficient food type classification and advancing an effective signal processing procedure. If the existing challenges can be addressed, wearable sensors in food intake monitoring will play a significant role in improving overall human healthcare.
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